
Now that you’re living in the home of your dreams, have you considered what 

may be in your home, but just not visible? According to the EPA, indoor air can be 

up to 2-5 times more polluted than outdoor air. What’s more, is that you may be 

able to save on your heating and cooling bills by simply adding a programmable 

thermostat or temperature zoning system. Resideo can offer you some of the 

simplest ways to make the home of your dreams even better.
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Honeywell Home Indoor Air Quality Systems
Increase Your Home’s Comfort, Energy Efficiency, and Indoor Air Quality

Temperature Control
Programmable Thermostats — Did you know that programmable 

thermostats, which can be automatically programmed to meet 

certain temperatures at different times, can save you up to 33% on 

annual heating and cooling bills? From the FocusPRO to T10 Smart 

Thermostat, Resideo has a wide selection of solutions for you to 

choose from.

Temperature Zoning Systems —
With a Temperature Zoning System from Resideo, you won’t be 

heating empty rooms or over-cooling one area in order to cool 

another. Zoning is a comfortable, energy-efficient way to enjoy the 

temperature you want in every room. Think of it as controlling your 

heating and cooling the same way you control your lights.

Indoor Air Quality Systems
Whole-House Dehumidification Systems — Today’s tightly 

built homes are great for insulation value, but that same 

insulation prevents the exchange of stale indoor air for fresh 

outdoor air, trapping moisture from cooking, showering and 

more. From feeling sticky, to window condensation, to musty 

odors, excessive moisture in the home leads to discomfort and 

poor indoor air quality.

A Honeywell Home TrueDRY Dehumidification System 

combines the best of portable and whole-house 

dehumidification solutions into an integrated unit with high-

capacity moisture removal. The result is an energy-efficient 

comfort solution that improves the indoor air quality of your 

home.

F100 Whole-House Media Air Cleaner —
When installed into your home’s heating and cooling system, 

a Honeywell Home Whole-House Media Air Cleaner traps and 

filters airborne particles and contaminants passing through 

the duct system ensuring cleaner air is distributed to all rooms 

in your home. Media Air Cleaners are up to 85% more efficient 

at removing airborne particles than a standard one-inch 

furnace filter, and maintain high airflow in your heating and 

cooling system so that it functions at full efficiency.

F300 Whole-House Electronic Air Cleaner —
Honeywell Home F300 Electronic Air Cleaner works to remove 

up to 99 percent of common airborne allergens and other 

particles that pass through the system while maintaining 

outstanding airflow - all while using less electricity than a 

40-watt light bulb. The F300 also features a renewable filter, 

so you won’t need to replace your furnace filter each month (or 

send the dirty ones to landfills). To sum it all up, the F300 is 

simply the smartest whole-house air cleaner there is.


